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Clive Barker Jorge Sararegi Eric Reid Richard Wright Tom Rosenberg Produced by Gary Lucesi Screenplay Midnight Meat Train Theatre Release Poster Starring Clive Barker by Midnight Meat Train Bradley Cooper Leslie Bibb Brooke Shields Roger Bart Ted Raimi Robin Jones Music Rob Williamson Johannes Kovilke
CinematographyJonadan SellaEdit byToby Yates Production Company Lakeshore Entertainment[1] Lionsgate[1] Midnight Picture Show[1] Greenstreet Films[1] Distributed by Lionsgate [1] Lake Shore Entertainment[1] Release Date July 19 , 2008 (2008-07-19) (Fantia Film Festival) August 1, 2008 (2008-08-01) Running Time98 Minutes
[2]CountryUnited UsLanguageEnglishBox Office $3.5 million[3] Midnight Meat Train is a 2008 horror film based on Clive Barker's 1984 short story, which can be found in one of Barker's bloody books. The film follows a photographer trying to track down a serial killer called a subway butcher, who discovers more than he bargained for on
city streets. The film is directed by Ryuhei Kitamura and stars Bradley Cooper, Leslie Bibb, Brooke Shields, Roger Bart, Ted Raimi and Vinnie Jones. The script was adapted by Jeff Booler, who was the producer of Lakeshore Entertainment's Tom Rosenberg, and was released on August 1, 2008. Buhler's longtime friend, producer Joe
Daley, brings the two writers together to help develop the script with producers Anthony DiBlay and Jorge Sararegi, while Clive Barker's production company Midnight Of Blood was responsible for The Book of Blood, the next film in the short story that gave birth to Midnight Meat Train. Plot Leon is a photographer who wants to capture
unique grainy photos of the city. Instead of giving him a big break, he is crushed when gallery owner Susan criticizes him for not taking enough risks. He heads to the city's subway system at night, taking photos of the impending sexual assault before saving the woman. The next day, he discovers that she is missing. Curiously, he
investigates reports of similar disappearances. His investigation leads him to a butcher named Mahogany, who is suspected of having murdered subway passengers for the past three years. Leon gives police a photo, but Detective Hadley doesn't believe him. Leon's intervention soon turns into a dark obsession, angering his girlfriend
Maya, who doesn't believe his story. Leon follows Mahogany to the last subway train of the night and is seen bleeding. The butcher kills several passengers and hangs himself on a meat hook. After a brief friction with mahogany, Leon comes out by train. He is inscribed in a slaughterhouse the next morning with a strange sign on his
chest. A Maya and her friend Jurgis take a look at Leon's mahogany photos and led them to the killer's apartment. After breaking in, Jurgis was captured, though Maya escaped with a timetable recorded over 100 years of murder on the subway. She went to the police, but Hadley finds herself still skeptical. Hadley presses Maya to return
the timetable and demands answers. At gunpoint, Hadley instructs her to take the Midnight train to find Jourgis. Leon heads to the slaughterhouse's hidden subway entrance, armed with multiple knives. He board the train as Mahogany completes the night massacre and Mayan corner. Leon attacks the murderer with a knife, and the two
fight between the swinging human flesh. Human parts are torn, thrown and used as weapons. Jourgis, suspended from a meat hook, dies when he is hungry. The train reaches its final stop, a cavernous abandoned station filled with skulls and decomposed corpses. The conductor appears and advises Leon and Maya to withdraw from the
meat. The true purpose of the abandoned station is revealed as the reptile creature enters the car and consumes the body of the murdered passenger. Leon and Maya fled into the cave. Mahogany, assault, leon and fight to the death. After Leon pierces his throat and pokes a broken femur, Mahogany is welcome with a smile on his dying
throat! and said. The conductor telling Leon the creatures lived beneath the city long before the subway was built, and the butcher's job is to stop him from attacking subway riders every night. He picks leon up, rips Leon's tongue with supernatural force like a dead butcher, and eats it. The conductor raises Leon's attention to Maya, who
loses consciousness and lays on a pile of bones. The conductor forces Leon to watch maya's chest open and her heart removed. He says Leon, who killed the butcher, should take his place. Detective Hadley handed the train schedule to a new butcher, who wore the group's symbolic return to supply the creatures. The killer walks to the
midnight train and reveals himself as Leon. Bradley Cooper Station: Susan Hope Roger Bart, Jourgis Ted Raimi Station, Roden Cooper Vinnie Jones Station as Otto Barbara Eve Harris, Simon Hadley Tony Curran Station, Simon Hadley Tony Curran Station and Carrie Cooper Quinton Jackson Station lead gangger productions In July
2007, San Diego Comic-Con International's Leslie Bibb and Bradley Cooper are promoting the film, originally directed by Patrick Tatopoulos, originally filmed in New York City and Montreal in 2005. Tatopoulos left production in 2006 and was replaced by Ryuhei Kitamura. The shooting was moved to Los Angeles because of the huge cost
In New York City. Instead, various places were used, including the L.A. metro subway system. [4] Filming began on March 18, 2007. Official sound tracks from music Lake Shore Records (which includes two remixes of actual movie scores available separately) include production and clashing artist icons with bands, Jars, Blind Sacred,
Manakin Moon, Three Point Revelations, Apocalypse, Slevin, Alu, Robert Williamson, Johannes Kovilke, The Second Coming, Illusion of Order, Jason Hayes, Gerard K Marino, Penetration, Breaking Digital Dust Head. [5] The first midnight meat train was launched on May 16, 2008, but was delayed. [6] Ultimately, the release of the film on
August 1 was limited to the secondary market, of which 100 screens showed it, with a quick release plan on DVD. [7] The world premiere was announced on July 19, 2008 at montreal's Fantia Festival, attended by Director Ryuhei Kitamura. [8] The Internet campaign was launched by several horror websites to draw attention to the scaled-
down theatrical release. [9] Barker was upset, believing that the studio's president, Joe Drake, would short-change other people's films and focus more attention on someone else's film, where he received production credits: the politics he visits have nothing to do with the film at all. This is about pride, lamenting the fact that Midnight Meat
Train didn't get a chance in the theatre, but it's a beautifully stylish and scary film and doesn't go anywhere. People will find it, whether they can find it at the midnight show or whether they can find it on DVD, they'll find it, eventually Joe Drake of the world will be gone. [10] Midnight Meat Train was theatrically released in Australia on
February 19, 2009. The DVD and Blu-ray releases lasted on July 14. The incoming review aggregation website Rotten Tomatoes has a 72% support rate based on 32 reviews. The site's consensus status: a creative and lively adaptation of the Clive Barker short story, with enough horror and thrill to become a potential cult classic. [11] IGN
said, Director Ryuhei Kitamura ... It essentially provides an amazing level of polish and visual sophistication to midrane scripts. ... There is energy in the last 10 minutes of a film unmatched in recent horror films, and Kitamura's tendency to hard-hitting behavior, while properly controlled, is always just below the surface. ... Overall, Midnight
Meat Train is a simple, bloody hardcore that offers a certain to satisfy fans of the genre. [12] Twitch Films is a midnight meat train success on most counts. Visually engrossing acting and stories are largely solid, with a great lead villain from Vinnie Jones. It's just an illogical last act to shake. The Gore factor is to sell points. crowd, and they
don't have to worry. The punch is not pulled. If this is the quality material Kitamura will provide in Hollywood, I hope he stays there. [13] Cinematical is the best Clive Barker adaptation since the film's first Hellraiser film, and screenwriter Jeff Bueller said it keeps the horror horror that seeped into the best of Barker's horror story. [14] Clive
Barker fans who said Bloody Disgusting will be pleased with what Coach Ryuhei Kitamura has given them. In the Japanese director's first English-language film, he filmed his visual genius in the living world and translated it into an action-packed bloody festival. It's been a while since major horror films have received such lovely treatment
from directors, he said. [15] On the contrary, DVD talk is an interesting concept for the story, but it is sub-than the rest of Clive Barker's work and criticized the film's melodrama and computer-generated effects. [16] See ^ b c d e f midnight meat train. AFI catalog of feature films. Retrieved May 27, 2017. ^ Midnight Meat Train(18). British
Film Classification Board. 2008-08-11. 2012-01-28. ^ Midnight Meat Train at Box Office Mojo ^ Clive Barker Website Archive 2008-02-03 From Wayback Machine ^ Justin Lassen Website ^ Official: Midnight Meat Train was searched on August 1, 2008, Midnight Meat Train was searched on August 1, 2008: Lionsgate's Butcher Movie,
August 10: August 10, 2088 Movie + Schedule | Midnight Meat Train, August 1, 2008 Search: BD Horror News - Editor RE's Letter: 'Meat Train', Help Save Terror!, August 2, 2008 ^ MTV - Clive Barker Blasts Lionsgate Chief 'Midnight Meat Train' ^ Rotten Tomatoes Midnight Meat Train Review IGN, July 31, 2008, July 10, 2008, 2008 2088
Film Archive July 28, 2008 ^ Review Cinematic, July 26, 2008 ^ Review Bloody # Review DVD The Talk, August 3, 2008 There's a quote related to the external link Wikiin Yongmun: Midnight Meat Train at Midnight Meat Train Olmudy on midnight meat train IMDb, midnight meat train at Midnight Meat Train Lytton Tomato at Midnight Meat
Train Midnight Meat Train meta-critic
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